Psychiatric sickness absence was affected by social support at home and at work


Main results
High levels of negative social support from the closest person were associated with higher rates of sickness absence in men. The rate ratios (RRs) for the effect of high levels of negative support in men were 1.30, 95% CI 1.03 to 1.64 for short absences and 2.52, CI 1.48 to 4.30 for long absences. The effect was not as clear in women. Confiding and emotional support was associated with higher rates of longer absences in women (RR 1.76, CI 1.11 to 2.79) while medium levels of practical support were associated with lower rates of long absences in men (RR 0.57, CI 0.33 to 0.98). Work social support was associated with lower rates of short absences in men and women (RR 0.73, CI 0.58 to 0.93 and 0.62, CI 0.49 to 0.80, respectively). The highest level of material problems was associated with increased rates of short and long absences in men (RR 1.44, CI 1.15 to 1.81 and 1.99, CI 1.22 to 3.22, respectively) and increased short absences in women (RR 1.45, CI 1.12 to 1.88).

Conclusions
Negative aspects of social support and material problems increased psychiatric sickness absence. High levels of support at work were protective against short absences.
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Commentary
This useful study by Stansfeld et al provides relatively strong information about the effects of social support on psychiatric sickness absence. The authors included measures of various types of support and separated the results for men and women. The outcome measure was objective and verified in certain cases by contact with doctors. Consequently, although psychiatric sickness absence may not be frequent, compared with many physical health problems, it is clearly linked to social support.

Interestingly, negative support was shown to be linked to long absences in men, while confiding and emotional support were associated with increasingly long absences in women. These results show the importance of viewing the role of social support for men and women in a somewhat different light in clinical situations.

A central finding is that positive social support at work has a preventive effect on short term absences. This lends credence to a number of theoretical views, one of which is that stress at work may be mediated by social support. Above all, this finding has marked implications because social support at work may be amenable to interventions. Indeed, improving social support may be more practically achievable than changing other factors and the work setting may be an opportune place compared with other settings in which access and change are more difficult.

This study also highlights the complex way that various forms of positive and negative social support may promote or protect from psychiatric sickness. For example, distinctions between negative and positive support by sex allow us to better understand how support works while at the same time they show that many factors determine the effect of social support.

Clinically, these findings suggest that social support is important and should probably be routinely assessed. Above all, the results underscore the need for a clearer understanding of the mechanisms of social support at work because large differences were noted between types of support and sex. However, many of the ratios are rather small, and the results show that social support is but one part of a very complex outcome, namely psychiatric sickness absence.
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